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 Solar equipment from left to right: solar inverter, solar panels with a ballast block, and batteries which 
store excess power created by the solar system. The frames holding the solar panels are kept in place by 
the ballast blocks which weigh 35 - 45 lbs. LCS made 102 ballast blocks from recycled demolition debris.  

 You can surely bet your bottom dollar that the sun will come out in Haiti. This makes 
solar very attractive. Add to that the current irregularity of the supply and quality of 
electricity from EDH (Haiti's national electrical company) and solar becomes the 
answer.   

 Over the past decade, we have worked hard to make LCS solar sufficient. Solar 
sufficient means that we can operate on just solar power for extended periods of time. 
With the latest installation of 4 Kilowatts of power, we are at 95%, or just one step away 
from being 100%. 

 To be solar sufficient under current circumstances requires the use of batteries for 
power storage. This increases the installation and maintenance cost for solar 
significantly. Despite the claims you may hear by other organizations, it is not currently 
possible to sell excess day power to the grid for credits to use at night time.  Also, given 
the fact that EDH loses 60% of the value of every KW of power it handles due to 
inefficiency and theft [theft which is achieved by grafting on to lines], it is more socially 
responsible to use a self-contained system at this time.  

 I asked Adam Osielski, a former THP Volunteer who now heads a local solar company 
in Haiti, to make a few comments. He headed up the installation of the latest edition to 
our now 32+ KW system. Here’s what Adam had to say: 

THP's approach to providing for their electrical needs at LCS is just 
another sign of its stewardship and commitment to responsibility. Rather 
than over-producing electricity and expecting the already struggling utility 
to find a way to compensate for this production, THP takes responsibility 
for itself and its needs by generating only what it can store and use on its 
own. It's a slower, more careful approach which reminds us to be 
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thoughtful about our full impact on our environment and the society in 
which we live. I often joke with my co-workers that, at LCS, we are as 
responsible with our energy as we are with our trash – and just as we 
don't leave our trash alongside the road and expect the over-burdened 
government to collect it, we also don't expect them to spread themselves 
thin by taking on the storage of our excess energy. How LCS is solar is 
just as important as being Solar, and is further illustration of how we seek 
to be a positive and responsible model for the country in which we work 
and live. 

Even if it takes more investment and work to have solar in Haiti than in the US or other 
places, I am proud that we have ventured forward with it. It is environmentally sound 
and a help to the infrastructure of the country.  

 Peace, Patrick 

--  
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“What you receive as gift, you must give as gift.”  
“Se gratis nou resevwa, Se gratis tou pou nou bay.”  
  
---Matthew 10:8 
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